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The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) could better use information 
returns to pursue people who do not file a tax return (nonfilers) 
or who file a return but do ndt report income (underreporters). 
Doing so could allow IRS to narrow the income tax gap--which is 
the difference between the amount of income tax that taxpayers 
owe and that they voluntarily pay for a tax year. In 1988, IRS 
estimated the gross tax gap to be $85 billion for 1987 and 
projected it would reach $114 billion by 1992. IRS’ estimates 
show that nonfilers and underreporters accounted for about $7 
billion and $48 billion, respectively, of the 1987 tax gap. 

GAO found that IRS could improve its use of information returns 
to identify and pursue nonfilers and underreporters. For 
example, IRS' nonfiler program has an ironic imbalance that 
allows high-income nonfilers-- or those who make over $lOO,OOO-- 
to more easily escape scrutiny than nonfilers with lower income. 
At three service centers that GAO reviewed, IRS did not fully 
pursue about half of the high-income nonfilers primarily because 
of a flaw in setting workload priorities and a decision to 
exclude high-income nonfilers from a program that creates a tax 
assessment for other nonfilers. Also, when IRS eventually 
received a delinquent return from a high-income nonfiler, it did 
not use the information returns, along with other data, to ensure 
that the nonfiler paid all taxes owed. Had IRS set priorities 
correctly, GAO estimated that these three service centers could 
have recommended up to $10 million more in taxes. 

GAO also found that IRS could improve its computer matching of 
information returns with tax returns to reduce the millions of 
underreporter cases that do not recommend additional taxes. 
Pursuing such unproductive cases wastes IRS' resources and 
burdens taxpayers who respond to IRS' inquiries. IRS could have 
avoided up to 40 percent of the unproductive cases in one service 
center by better using information returns, among other data, in 
its computer match. Had IRS done so and used the savings to 
pursue unworked cases, GAO estimated that the service center 
could have recommended over $18 million in additional taxes. 

Information returns are a valuable tool for improving voluntary 
compliance. But IRS has not used them as well as it could to 
ensure that high-income nonfilers pay their fair share of taxes 
and that taxpayers report all income. IRS must continue its 
efforts to improve these programs so that all American taxpayers 
pay their fair share. As a result of two reports that GAO is 
releasing today, IRS is making such improvements. 



‘4 1: , Chai rman: 

I am pleased to be here today to testify on two ,ZAO reports dzne 

at your request on IRS compliance programs. The reports discuss 

ways that IRS could better use information returns to identify 

and pursue people who do not file a tax return or who file a 

return but fail to report all income. Doing so could allow IRS 

to narrow the federal income tax gap. 

As you know, IRS defines the gross tax gap as the difference 

between the amount of income tax that taxpayers owe and the 

amount they voluntarily pay for a tax year. In 1988, IRS 

estimated the gross tax gap to be $84.9 billion for 1987 and 

projected that it would reach $113.7 billion by 1992. IRS 

estimates that nonfilers and underreporters accounted for about 

$7 billion and $48 billion, respectively, of the 1987 tax gap. 

Reducing the tax gap is an important challenge, given its 

potential harm to public confidence In the voluntary tax system 

and its potential importance for the federal budget deficit. 

Yore could be done to reduce the tax gap, but the questions are 

how and with what resources? To address these questions, you 

asked us to examine whether improvements to IRS’ nonfiler and 

underreporter programs could help. Today, we are releasing two 

reports on these programs. 
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Our first report shows tndt high-inz9m.e ?cEfilers, 3c those 

r?akir,g over $100,000 a year, have a better chance of escaping IRS 

scrutiny than nonfilers with lower income. IRS did not fldlly 

pursue most high-income nonf ilers who did not respond to initial 

notices from three IRS service centers.1 IRS did not do so 

primarily because its Eormula for deciding which cases to 

investigate did not properly account for the income of nonfilers. 

Also, after IRS eventually received tax returns from high-income 

nonfilers, it did not use the information returns, among other 

tools, to see whether all income was reported and taxes were 

paid. 

Our second report discusses IRS’ efforts to pursue people 

suspected of not reporting all their income when filing tax 

returns.2 You asked us to determine whether more effective 

computer matching could reduce the millions of underreporter 

cases that now require labor-intensive reviews by< service center 

staff only to find that no underreporting existed. We found that 

IRS could have avoided up to 40 percent of such unproductive 

cases in one service center by better using information returns, 

among other data, in its computer match. Pursuing unproductive 

cases is not only an inefficient use of IRS’ resources, but it 

also burdens taxpayers who must respond to IRS’ inquiries, 

ITax Administration: IRS Does Not Investiqate Most Hiqh-Incone 
Nonfilers (GAO/GGD-91-36, Mar. 1991). 

2Tax Administration: TRS Can Improve Its Program to Find 
Taxpayers Who Underreport Their Income (GAO/GGD-91-49, Mar.1991 1. 
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41r. Chairman, I would like to Srizfly discuss the findlngs in 

both of these reports, along with our recommendations to IRS. 

BACKGROUND 

IRS identifies potential nonfilers and underreporters by matching 

tax returns with related information returns for the taxpayer. 

Information returns are submitted by employers and other payers 

of income, such as banks paying interest. In 1989, payers 

submitted almost 1 billion information returns to report certain 

deductions and nearly every category of income, such as wages and 

dividends. When the match shows income but no corresponding tax 

return, a potential nonfilsr case is created. When the match 

finds a filed return that does not report all income shown on 

information returns, a potential underreporter case is created. 

IRS DOES NOT INVESTIGATE 

MANY HIGH-INCOME NONFILERS 

IRS estimates that $7 billion in 1987 federal taxes--the latest 

year for which IRS did this estimate --were not paid because 

people did not file required income tax returns. IRS identified 

over 4 million potential nonfilers for 1987--a 24-percent 

increase since 1985. These nonfilers included about 40,000 who 

had high income, or over $100,000. In the three service centers 

E 
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ve reviewed, IRS investigated a5o~t 12,000 of these high-income 

nonf llers, of whlzh aDout 3,600 investigations wet-e still 

unresolved after IRS sent two notices. 

We tried to find out who these high-income nonfilers were. How 

did they earn a living? How old were they? To do so, we 

reviewed the results of 300 randomly-selected cases that IRS had 

pursued at the three service centers. We discovered that 

Mm their average age was 46; 

-- 67 percent filed joint returns: 

-1 a little more than half were employees with wages as their 

predominant source of income: 

-a about one-third were self-employed with non-employee 

compensation accounting for most of their total income: 

-- their median income was $134,000; 

-a about one-quarter had incomes over $200,000, and over 1 in 

10 had incomes over $300,000; and 

-- nearly 90 percent had been late in filing a federal income 

tax return for 2 or more years. 
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After Identifying potential nonfilers, IRS uses a three-stage 

process to pursue them. First, IRS sends up to four notices that 

ask nonfilers to file a return or to explain why no return is 

required. Second, IRS sends unresolved cases to either-- 

depending on the amounts and types of income--(l) an automated 

call site, where a tax examiner tries to obtain the missing tax 

return: or (2) the Substitute for Returns program, where IRS 

estimates taxes owed, prepares a “substitute” return for the 

delinquent one, and assesses the tax. Third, cases unresolved at 

automated call sites are referred to an IRS district office where 

a revenue officer may attempt, depending on a case’s priority and 

the workload, to contact the potential nonfiler about the missing 

return, along with any taxes owed. 

To find out whether IRS could obtain more returns and taxes by 

changing its 3-stage process, we randomly selected a sample of 

1,200 of the 3,600 high-income nonfiler cases that remained 

unresolved at 3 of IRS’ 10 service centers after the second IRS 

notice. 3 IRS then pursued these zases at our request. As a 

result, we estimated that 1,700 (3r 47 percent) of the 3,600 

cases would not have been fully pursued, meaning that a revenue 

officer would not investigate them or IRS would not assess a tax 

in earlier stages, 

3The 1,200 cases included the 300 cases used to find out who 
comprised the high-income nonfilers at the 3 service centers. 
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Because af high workloads and too few revenue officers, IRS 

revenue officers 30 not work low priority cases that have low 

expected yields based on a formula that computes these yields on 

all types of cases. In addition to high-income nonfilers cases, 

these cases also include other types of nonfilers and cases where 

IRS already assessed taxes but the taxpayer had not paid them. 

District offices used this priority to assign cases with the 

highest scores to revenue officers. However, IRS’ formula 

understated the yields for high-income nonfilers. Instead of 

distinguishing among different levels of income, the formula 

combined estimated yields from investigating all nonfiler cases. 

As a result, tax yields for lower income nonfilers pulled down 

the estimated yields for high-income nonf ilers. 

Had IRS separately estimated yields for high-income nonfilers, as 

we recommend, the estimated yields would have tripled, as well as 

the priorities. As a result, revence officers would have been 

assigned over 800 more of the 1,700 tinworked cases that were part 

of our sample and recommended an additional $10 million in taxes. 

Even with correctly estimated yields, IRS still would have too 

few revenue officers to investigate the remaining 900 (1,700 

minus 800) unresolved cases. Rather, revenue officers would 

investigate other types of cases that the formula indicated woilld 

bring higher revenue yields. Whether IRS needs additional staff 
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t3 work more high-income zases natiar.w;de $e?e.?ds bn whether ;RS 

can (1) reallocate staff from offices w:th low workloads to tnose 

with higher workloads or (21 become more efficient and thus work 

more cases with the same number of staff. Although we did not do 

this type of analysis, we believe that some additional staffing, 

while not the complete solution, Imay be necessary if IRS is going 

to present a credible threat to high-income nonfilers. 

By not pursuing high-income nonfiiers, IRS has created an ironic 

imbalance in its enforcement programs. While many high-income 

nonfilers are not pursued, lower income nonfilers are pursued 

through the Substitute for Returns program, which results in a 

tax assessment. IRS excluded high-income nonfilers from this 

program because it believes that they may have income not 

reported on information returns, and thus, the substitute return 

could understate their tax liability. 

However, we believe that the alternative is worse--high-income 

nonfilers escaping any IRS tax assessment. We also found cases 

where high-income nonf ilers received refunds from returns for 

later tax years. Had IRS assessed taxes owed through the 

Substitute for Returns program, the refunds to these high-income 

nonfilers would have been withheld pending resolution of the 

delinquency. For these reasons, we are recommending that the 

program include those high-income nonf ilers that would otherwise 

escape any IRS action. These include those who revenue officers 



either (1) coul,j not ,zonvi;lce to f:le a 2elinquent return 3r (2) 

did not pursue because other types of cases had higher priority. 

We believe the Substitute for Returns program is a viable 

alternative to IRS’ current process for pursuing high income 

nonfilers. Our case results showed that this program produced 

an estimated $1,700 of revenue for every $1 spent--a r?.ldch hir;her 

yield than the $60 to $1 ratio of the current process. 

We also found an ironic imbalance when high-income nonfilers 

eventually filed their tax returns. Unlike returns filed on 

time, IRS does not routinely review returns for noncompliance 

when they are filed late by high-income nonfilers. These reviews 

would occur if high-income nonfilers were in the Substitute for 

Returns program because all delinquent returns obtained in the 

program are checked for noncompliance. Because delinquent 

returns are often filed several years late, IRS also is less 

likely to select them for examination than returns filed on time. 

Further, delinquent returns from nonfilers are not computer- 

matched for unreported income as is done for returns filed on 

time, 

In fact, nearly 12 years ago we recommended that IRS routinely 

review delinqldent returns for unreported income and it still 

does not do this. Our current report found that almost half of 

the delinquent returns that we asked IRS to check had evidence 
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3E dnregorted :ncome or overstated bebuctlcns. This finding 

conflras the need for IRS to check delinquent returns and we are 

recommending this again. IRS officials said they will follow 

through to ensure that the delinquent returns are checked for 

noncompliance. 

IRS COULD HAVE ASSESSED MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN ADDITIONAL TAXES 

IF UNPRODUCTIVE UNDERREPORTER CASES HAD BEEN AVOIDED 

At this point Mr. Chairman, I would like to briefly discuss our 

second report. It is about people who do not report all income 

when filing tax returns. IRS estimates that $48 billion in 1987 

income taxes were not paid because people underreported income. 

IRS identifies underreporters by a computer match that searches 

people's tax returns for the income shown on information returns. 

Underreporter cases that have sufficient revenue potential are 

sent to the appropriate service center where tax examiners 

attempt to resolve the cases in two stages. First, they review 

the tax return and related infornation returns to determine 

whether the income was reported but not detected in the match. 

Second, taxpayers whose cases are still unresolved are sent 

letters that ask why the income was not reported. 

Overall, the underreporter program remains a cost-effective way 

to detect unreported income. In fiscal year 1989, the program 
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reccnmended $1.9 DILlion 12 add:t:gnal taxes and senalties at 3: 

estimated cost cf $94 million. As a result, IRS recomne?de< o’;e r 

$20 in taxes for every $1 spent. Despite this impressive return 

on inves tnent, IRS pursued 6.2 million potential underreporters 

for 1987 and found that over half did not owe additional taxes-- 

that is, the pursuit was unproduct ive. 

By collecting and analyzing IRS’ national statistics for several 

years, we found that the percent 3f unproductive underreporter 

cases nationwide had increased from 54 percent for 1982 to an 

estimated 66 percent for 1988. Because such cases required 

manual reviews at service centers, the increase in unproductive 

cases meant IRS spent a greater portion of its resources 

pursuing taxpayers who did not owe additional taxes. Further, 

valuable staff time was diverted from pursuing more productive 

cases, losing revenue as a result. 

In the report released today, we analyzed a random sample of 514 

of about 61,000 unproductive cases for two types of income at the 

Fresno Service Center for 1987-- the most recent year data were 

available. These two types of income involved wages paid to 

employees and payments to self-employed persons. The results of 

our sample cases have been estimated to the population of 61,000. 

i 

CL’e concluded that about 53 percent of the 61,000 unproductive 

cases occurred due to a variety of computer matching problems, 
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most of which could have been avoided. Had these problems been 

avoided, more of IRS’ scarce resources would have been available 

to work under-reporter cases that could generate revenue. The 

remaining 47 percent were caused by factors, such as taxpayer 

errors, that IRS cannot resolve by changing its computer match. 

As a result, many cases may continue to require manual screening 

at service centers. 

Our report focuses on matching problems that IRS can control. 

Rather than discuss all of these problems, I would like to 

highlight one as an illustration. For example, IRS erroneously 

identified some taxpayers as underreporters when the income in 

question had been reported on tax return lines not scanned in the 

computer match. Each individual income tax return contains one 

clearly labeled line for taxpayers to report wages. Similarly, 

taxpayers are to report income from self-employment on a few 

specific lines on the return. 

In over 15 percent of the unproductive wage cases, taxpayers did 

not owe additional taxes because the wages were reported on lines 

from tax returns or schedules that IRS did not include in its 

match. Three unmatched lines accounted for nearly all such 

cases-- the Form 1040 lines for taxable pensions and for other 

income and the Schedule C line for gross receipts. Similarly, 

about half of the unproductive cases involving income from self- 
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employment were caused by taxpayers reporting the income on lines 

not matched. 

To reduce the number of unproductive underreprter cases, we are 

recommending that IRS modify the computer match to search for 

income on as many tax return lines ‘as possible without 

inadvertently screening out productive cases. 

We found that if all of the more effective computer matching 

techniques described in our report were used, Fresno could have 

avoided up to 40 percent of the 61,000 unproductive cases. Had 

Fresno used these savings to pursue unworked but potentially 

productive wage and self-employment cases, we estimate they could 

have recommended up to $18.7 million in additional taxes for 1987 

at that service center alone. As discussed in our report, IRS 

has already made some changes to the computer match that could 

result in additional savings, and possibly tax revenues, for 

later tax years. 

Although these estimated Fresno savings cannot be generalized to 

IRS’ nine other service centers, we believe similar savings may 

be possible because the (1) computer matching process is done 

centrally at the Martinsburg Computing Center and (2) other 

service centers’ workloads are similar for unproductive cases 

involving wage and self-employment income. 
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We also found that IRS was not notifying the Social Security 

Administration (SSA) after finding errors in wages that employers 

previously reported to SSA. For example, when pursuing 

underreporters, IRS may find that the wages were not paid to the 

taxpayer whose name and Social Security number appear on the 

Form W-2. In other cases, IRS found that the person did not 

receive all of the wages shown in SSA's records. For the Fresno 

cases where we had IRS' corrected wage data, we estimated that 

about $44 million in wages shown in SSA's accounts could have 

been overstated, as of June 1990. 

SSA needs this corrected wage data from IRS because when a 

person retires and applies for Social Security benefits, the 

average lifetime wages shown in SSA's account determine the 

amount of benefits that the person will receive. If SSA 

attributes wages to the wrong people, it could pay some too much 

money and others too little. As a result, we are recommending 

that IRS share the corrected wage data it finds when pursuing 

underreporter cases with SSA. 
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ENHANCING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF 

THE INFORMATION RETURNS PROGRAM 

Mr. Chairman, before concluding I would like to make one 

additional point that is not discussed in our two reports but 

certainly warrants discussion with this Subcommittee because of 

its key role in the development and oversight of IRS’ information 

returns program. 

As you know, IRS’ studies have shown that a major benefit of 

information returns is stimulating taxpayers to voluntarily 

report their income on tax returns. Further, by providing more 

complete information to both the taxpayer and IRS, the 

information returns program plays a central role in encouraging 

voluntary compliance and deterring underreporting. 

The voluntary reporting incentives had been buttressed by a 

penalty on taxpayers that did not report all income shown on 

information returns. Taxpayers failing to report this income 

were presumed to be negligent because they were provided with an 

information return from the payer reflecting such income. In 

fiscal year 1988, IRS assessed over 833,000 of these 

underreporter penalties with a revenue yield of $114 million. 

But in 1989, Congress repealed this penalty as part of its civil 

penalty reform. It is not clear why Congress did so. Although 
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some IRS officials at the time said the penalty was difficult to 

administer, we found no indication that this was a problem. 

Repealing the penalty may weaken the voluntary compliance 

incentive for taxpayers to report all income shown on information 

returns. Without this penalty, underreporting can only be 

penalized through a time-consuming IRS effort to ascertain the 

taxpayer’s negligence. Therefore, some taxpayers may be more 

tempted to underreport income. 

If an increasing number of taxpayers fail to report income shown 

on information returns, the number of potential underreporter 

cases will escalate. That will only exacerbate the situation we 

are discussing today. We recommended in our September 1989 

report that the penalty be retained and we continue to believe 

this would be an important step to improve voluntary compliance.4 

CONCL!JSIONS 

Putting both reports in perspective shows that IRS must wisely 

manaqe its use of information returns if it is to maximize 

benefits ant! minimize costs. Information returns are a valuable 

tool for improving voluntary compliance. But our report on 

nonfilers shows that IRS is not using information returns as 

4 Tax Policy: Options for Civil Penalty Reform (GAO-GGD-89-81, 
September 6, 1989) 



effectively as lt could t3 enssre that high-income nonfilers ?a:/ 

their fair share of taxes. Suck people not only diminish the 

public’s respect for our tax system, but they also place an 

unfair burden on honest taxpayers who currently must bear a 

larger share of the taxes. Similarly, our report on 

underreporters shows that IRS can use information returns more 

efficiently to identify and pursue taxpayers who fail to report 

all of their income. 

IRS’ efforts to improve these programs are crucial to better 

ensure that all American taxpayers pay their fair share. I am 

heartened to inform you that as a result of our studies, IRS is 

moving to resolve problems discussed in both of our reports. 

Regarding high-income nonf ilers, IRS is making changes to 

increase the likelihood that they will be more fully pursued and 

to ensure that their returns receive more scrutiny. In the 

underreporters program, IRS is revising the computer match to 

screen out additional unproductive cases. 

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my testimony. I would be pleased to 

answer any questions. 
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